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Excerpts from publications in periodicals as illustrations of their embracement of Bulgarian 
national identity 

 

 

1. Ekaterina Vassileva – introductory word to her first contribution to the press 
“Otechestvo” and a remark from the editor of the journal Pandeli Kisimov in the 
brackets  

[Vassileva, Echaterina. Gospodin redaktore na “Otechestvo”.// Otechestvo, 21 noemvri 1869] 
 
 
Mr. Editor,  
It is the first time that I take my pen to write to you about this kind of things! My contribution, 

I know, may not be so righteous to meet the criteria of your respectful newspaper, but I request 
that you interfere to correct when you find mistakes. (On the contrary, we did not correct, just 
limited the repetitions in the sentences and inscribed it in Cyrillic, as we have announced in the 
previous issue. We wholeheartedly ask the honorable lady not to quit the pleasure of proving us 
with her contributions on topics that are on practical and social topics, which she skillfully 
demonstrated in the best way so far. With this she will honor our newspaper and all women from 
her sex from our community - note from editor.) 

I feel very sad that I do not know the Bulgarian calligraphy to write to you with Bulgarian 
words, because I have learned foreign languages, and I feel compelled to write in Latin alphabet. 
But It won’t pass long before I learn the Bulgarian calligraphy… Now I realize how good it would 
have been if the parents see to their children learning mother tongues as first language and they 
they let them learn foreign languages and other subjects.  

 
 
2. Bogdana Iraskova-Hiteva supplement to Pokrok č 260, v Praze, 19 zari 1876 

From Bulgaria 
[Solenkova, Lyubomila. Bogdana Iraskova-Hiteva, Aprilskoto vastanie i cheshkiya vestnik 
“Pokrok”.// Panagyurski letopisi, kn. 8. 2017, 24-29.] 

 
 
… In the day of celebration of the saints Cyril and Methodius in Kalofer faced a great danger; 

bad rumors spread out that our representatives did not welcome the Turkish chief [the pasha], that 
a revolt is about to start, and that in the monastery there are munitions stored ready for attack. The 
rumors reached the army of Circassian recruits, whose dark gang appeared at the vicinity above 
the city of Kalofer, at the hill of the mountain called Strazha.  With my husband and children, we 
saw this theater from the windows of our neighbor Laluvitza Topalova, where we stayed because 
the house had a higher fence and offered stronger protection. Everyone expected with fear the 



attack of the Circassians, 250 of whom were wearing high woolen hats [kalpaks] and long winter 
coats. They came down the city and scattered around the streets, ready to loot. Their leader went 
to the pasha to request the start of the looting but the pasha did not give permission. The angry 
Circassians did not want to leave with nothing so the robbed several houses, but did not burn them. 
There was an incidental clash between a Bulgarian woman and a Circassian from the gang, in 
which she bruised his hand with an axe when he pushed his sword inside the fence to open the 
door. The sword fell inside and the Circassian ran away wounded. The army was near, on its way 
to Kazanlik. And at this moment I noticed that the Circassian came to Kalofer again. The life of 
the people in the city was at risk. The gang was shooting with their rifles to provoke an answer 
from the revolutionaries but they did not respond. If our pasha would have heard even one shot, 
he would have believed the Circassians that the people of Kalofer are ready to fight the Turks and 
all would have been destroyed. So, the pasha went to the Circassians to ask them to leave and one 
of them responded: “we came to search for the infidel who took my sword and I wouldn’t stand 
the fact that an infidel had wounded me”. The pasha took his own sword and gave it to the 
Circassian recruit. […] 

…The whole intelligentsia of Plovdiv is imprisoned. On the whole here things happened at 
such intensity that even the most eloquent pen could not describe them and even the dead from the 
graves could cry seeing them. I truly question myself now after these events how I stayed sane and 
I did not go mad; when I think about all of this again, I realize more and more that despite high 
culture the world is not heading towards humanity but to barbarism; yet the philanthropists here 
will take care of us….  

 
 
 
3. Rahil Dushanova – news from Kazanlik – the speech for the inauguration of the 

women’s association in the city.  
[Dushanova, Rahil. Dopiska ot Kazanlak.//Makedonia, 19 mai 1869] 

 
Women have great role in the betterment of their nation. We should be like the glorious 

Bulgarian queen, the daughter of Tzar Vladimir, and sister of Boris – Theodora. She is the 
foremother of contemporary Bulgarian women.  

With her being baptized in Orthodox Christianity has done an eternal and unforgettable good 
to her people! Other nations have a lot of such women […] and we just stay and wonder […] If we 
let ourselves in the hands of the muses we, the Bulgarian women, will become as numerous 
“Theodora” to our own fatherland! 



 
 



 



 



 
 

 
 

 


